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About This Content
You've never let anyone else tell you what to do so why let us get away with it? The Executive Privilege Pack does away with
checks and balances and gives you the power to make the world of Saints Row IV your own. Cheat your way to a hollow victory
today!
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Title: Saints Row IV: The Executive Privilege Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Deep Silver Volition
Publisher:
Deep Silver
Franchise:
Saints Row
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2013
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows Vista (x86 or x64)
Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600 | AMD Athlon II x3
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 260 | AMD Radeon HD 5800 series
DirectX: Version 10
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Bought it. It was broken. Got a refund after much difficulty.
Controls, even when set, still dont change. I tried everything, even what the GGI Ark System recomended as well as fixes form
the Forums in Steam to no avail. I liked this game when I played it on console, and really wanted it to work. But seeing as I
could only use one attack and had no ability to walk in any direction except right, it made it IMPOSSIBLE to get into.
Shortly after my attempts to fix this game failed, I simply had to get rid of it.
Also, no resoloution options at all.
This is a very very bad port.. This has a decent story, With likable characters and some old 1930's Noir visuals and actions.
Seems I've been getting away from my normal otome games that i love so much, To see what other genres have to offer. This
came at a cheap price with a free 2nd episode\/chapter with unlockable achievements. Its good all around.. This game has
amazing graphics and Tim Burton type atmosphere that is excellent stress relief after dealing with humans at the office!. Bought
this and then after an hour looking around, requested a refund. There is little more than what you see in the video, the
documentation is non-existent and the dev cycle is extremely slow...plus the regular price is ridiculous for what you are getting.
Maybe in 3-5 years this will be interesting but for now, there are better ways to spend your money.. Awesome game!. game
rocks still in 2019. I wanted to like this game and beat it, but it crashed 4 times on me at random intervals and right before the
level was over. It's a mindless game that only Twisted Metal fans would enjoy, but the jank in this game is too much.. If you can
get the game for a few cents I would recommend it.
But DONT buy the DLCs! Atlantic Ocean Level 16 and Bermuda Triangle Level 1 are not beatable due to programming
mistakes.. This game is amazing...reminds me of Zelda with the colors, soundtrack, character, controls...but it has it's own
identity as a unique puzzle game that challenges you big time. I don't know who made this game, but I want to give them a high
five.
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OMG THIS GAME HAVE THE BESTES LOVE SCENE WHAT I EVER SEE MY eyes I CRY. MY ARM! lol oh man this
game keeps you going for hours. This game is a great game to pass time. You will definently get your money's worth if you
purchase this game. You have everything from shooting things with bows to using shields to repel balls into the opponents goal
to crushing the s**t out of a ball using a lightsaber bat!
Pros: Hours of fun only reason I stopped was because my arm got tired! and even then I could just change game play to a
different type of game.
Cons: 0
IMO GET IT!. Great Classic Movie I definitely would watch it again
*Sound Quality is Great for a 2.0 Stereo 1995 Movie
and Video is good to. I have a terrible fear of mannequins, yet this game forced me to romance one... It was an enjoyable
experience though, and despite my former hatred of mennequins, I have been forced to rethink my personal biases against them.
10\/10 would name my mannequin butler Sebastian and romance him again.. This game is really good.
The controls are tight.
The music is great.
The graphics are simple, but done really well.
My only complaint is that the game is a bit too easy, but maybe there are modifiers that I haven't unlocked yet to increase the
difficulty.
It's well worth the price.
EDIT: I unlocked another character and it made the game much harder. Complaint revoked.. This is a must play for VR guests
of all ages. This arcade is soooo well done. The variety of games to play is well worth the price of admission and the prize
counter for cashing in your tickets is the icing on the cake.. Positiv
Very exciting.
Very interesting.
Kawaii Pixel Art ^-^ Like a visual novel :3
-Negativ
Game is tooo short.
The windows are too tiny.
No motivation to play this game ,-,. Great to the devs behind Oh..Sir! making more related content, even if it is strangely a new
product.
It’s great to see Steam Workshop support for the game, but it doesn’t appear like it’s anything more than just custom icons…
The game, and its predecessor, are both temporarily fun. Solo gameplay is much slower and way less humorous than sharing the
experience. Oh...Sir! is at it’s best when you, and a friend, are frequently seeing new and absurd lines. The game still get really
dull once you’ve seen the majority of sentence fragments.
Why not then create a system for simple custom noun/verb line additions! You could create relevant references for your friendgroup or make and share other community inside-joke packs with others via workshop. The game could keep itself relevant!
You won’t have worry about text-to-speech-ish voice overs because there wouldn’t be a need for it. The sentences are what’s
funny, not the way ‘dirty potter’ slowly stammers out sections of words.
I still have high hopes for the future of this, I guess, series (?) and if you haven’t messed around with the first game either,
picking up either for a few bucks could make a few evenings/meet-ups a bit sillier.. Worked for me. Good port, but I can
confirm that it does ask for a key, which is bogus. But as far as the gameplay goes, it was good.
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